
EMAIL SETTINGS

1 Introduction
The FL3XX application sends emails on behalf of your business. To do so, the FL3XX email 
servers send on behalf of your own email servers. Correctly (but unfortunately for us), such activity 
is categorized as SPAM. For your customers and partners to receive your emails from FL3XX 
servers, you must set FL3XX’s email servers as authorized email servers.

The way this works, in simple terms, is you will put a flag in the public record of your domain (e.g. 
mycompany.com). When someone receives an email, their server will check that the sending 
service is authorized for that domain and if they find the flag will determine the message is 
legitimate. Of course, setting up flags in your domain is protected and only you (or your IT 
manager) can access the record. If you remove the flag, immediately the emails sent by the FL3XX 
servers will be detected as SPAM.

This document helps the users to setup all the necessary configuration to allow FL3XX’s email 
servers to send on your behalf.

The email protocol relies on DNS to send and receive emails. For a server to be authenticated as 
not a SPAM server, it’s important for your business to add or update 3 specific DNS records with 
your DNS provider.

SPF

The SPF is a special record that allow a list of authorized servers that can send email on behalf of 
your business. It’s important to add FL3XX’s email server into this record or to create one in case 
you don’t have one.

DKIM

The DKIM is like an encryption key that says yes this email is really coming from this email 
address. It’s important to add FL3XX’s public DKIM key into your dns to ensure that your clients 
properly receive the emails from the FL3XX application..

DMARC

The DMARC allows the owner of a domain to publish a policy on which mechanism (DKIM, SPF or 
both) is employed when sending email from that domain and how the receiver should deal with 
failures. Additionally, it provides a reporting mechanism of actions performed under those policies. 
It thus coordinates the results of DKIM and SPF and specifies under which circumstances the 
email should be considered legitimate.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Email_spam
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Domain_Name_System
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sender_Policy_Framework
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DomainKeys_Identified_Mail
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DMARC


2 How to Configure SPF?

There are 2 options available to you for this procedure to work. The 2 options are:
● You don’t have an already configure TXT record for our domain
● You already have a TXT record for our domain

1a. We don’t have a TXT record yet

Simply add a new TXT record. There are 4 fields that are important to configure.
1. Type: You need to choose the type TXT. The list should contain other type like A, AAAA, 

CNAME, MX, etc
2. Name: The name should be the name of your domain. It usually is the last part of your 

email address after the @
3. Value: The value is a special field where we define all the authorized email servers. Add 

exactly this without the double-quotes “v=spf1 include:mail.fl3xx.com ~all”
a. “v=spf1” means that the spf version is 1. It’s always like this
b. “include:mail.fl3xx.com” means that we allow fl3xx.com to send emails on our 

behalf.
c. “~all” means that if the email comes from anything else, it should be flag as SPAM.

                 
Example:

           
            

4. TTL: This value specifies how long the internet servers should cache this record. If you are 
configuring this record for the first time; we recommend 300 seconds or 5 minutes.



1b. We already have a TXT record

This procedure is easier than creating a new record. For this to work properly, simply add 
include:mail.fl3xx.com after the v=spf1. Make sure you keep all the information in this record and 
do not change anything else! It should look like this “v=spf1 include:mail.fl3xx.com …”

Example:

2. Test SPF configuration

After configuration, please make sure that the SPF record is correct. Please note that changes to 
the DNS can take several minutes up to hours to take effect!

You can verify the SPF configuration with for example with DMARC Analyzer. 

Domain to Verify = <your domain, e.g. abc.com>. You should see mail.fl3xx.com somewhere in the 
results.

You can also use a tool called Dig using the following command: dig +short [your domain, e.g. 
fl3xx.com] TXT

3 How to Configure DKIM?
You can have several DKIM entries for different providers sending email on behalf of you. Hence if 
you already have one, just ignore and create an additional one for FL3XX.

1. DKIM Configuration

The DKIM configuration is similar to the SPF. This means that we will need to add a TXT record but 
with different values.

1. Type: You need to choose the type TXT. The list should contain other type like A, AAAA, 
CNAME, MX, etc

2. Name: The name should always be this and pay attention to the underline: 
fl3xx._domainkey

3. Value: The value contains three things: a “v-tag” specifying the version, a “k-tag” specifying 
the type of encryption key used and a “p-tag” containing the public key of the message 
signature. The exact Value you need to add is displayed below. NOTE: remove all line 
breaks and spaces. You can copy and paste the key from the separate file DKIM.txt 
to ensure no breaks and spaces.

https://www.dmarcanalyzer.com/spf/checker


4. v=DKIM1; k=rsa; p=MIGfMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4GNADCBiQKBgQDU18Z4/
N0vq6IHMdB7OqeF9lL6TfkKz7fxjWJq6jycD0BvZk7smfk2QGSC1Xz+IS8deEZELxzcVkBO
QQ/oo712JW1SeGWu6bAkKgiB4A0QVPM/HwrTiw+rIBDr1Xxw2SBOoPqYyvptUM9J5Aq/
FBBuOqHk9zKIyOn+xCtbVK3lGQIDAQAB

Example:

            
5. TTL: This value specifies how long the internet servers should cache this record. If you are 

configuring this record for the first time; we recommend 300 seconds or 5 minutes.

2. Test DKIM configuration

After configuration, please make sure that the DKIM record is correct. Please note that changes to 
the DNS can take several minutes up to hours to take effect! 

You can verify the SPF configuration with for example with DMARC Analyzer. 

DKIM Selector to verify = fl3xx. Domain to Verify = <your domain, e.g. abc.com>. The tool should 
say that all is good. 

You can also use a tool called Dig using the following command: dig +short fl3xx._domainkey.[your 
domain, e.g. fl3xx.com] TXT

4 How to Configure DMARC?
DMARC is a very powerful system, that gives you full control over how the receiving party 
processes your emails. You can read up more here.

In this tutorial we’re not going into detail, but we show you how to initialize your DMARC entry, 
which for most SPAM-filters is already enough to increase your score.

https://www.dmarcanalyzer.com/dkim/dkim-check/
https://support.google.com/a/answer/2466580?hl=en&ref_topic=2759254


1. DMARC Configuration

The DMARC configuration is similar to the SPF. This means that we will need to add a TXT record 
but with different values.

1. Type: You need to choose the type TXT. The list should contain other type like A, AAAA, 
CNAME, MX, etc

2. Name: The name should always be this and pay attention to the underline: _dmarc 
3. Value: In our basic version the value contains two things: a “v-tag” specifying the version, a 

“p-tag” specifying the policy deployed by the receiving party. The exact Value you need to 
add is displayed below:

4. “v=DMARC1; p=none”
5. TTL: This value specifies how long the internet servers should cache this record. If you are 

configuring this record for the first time; we recommend 300 seconds or 5 minutes.

2. Test DMARC configuration

After configuration, please make sure that the DMARC record is correct. Please note that changes 
to the DNS can take several minutes up to hours to take effect!

You can verify the SPF configuration with for example with DMARC Analyzer.                               
Domain to Verify = <your domain, e.g.  abc.com>. Basically good if you see anything here. 
However, this is also more an optional thing and has way less impact than the other two (SPF and 
DKIM).

You can also use a tool called Dig using the following command: dig +short _dmarc.[your domain, 
e.g. fl3xx.com] TXT

5 SMIME Certificate
In addition to the DNS improvements described above, FL3XX offers the option to sign outgoing 
emails with an SMIME certificate.

6 Mail Relay
If required by the customer, FL3XX can relay outgoing emails via the mail server of the customer. 

Authent icat ion is possib le based on whi te l is t ing (Staging IP: 3.71.154.121 / 
2 a 0 5 : d 0 1 4 : 8 a f : 3 4 0 0 : 3 5 5 b : 5 0 0 e : 8 d 6 8 : 2 c a 3 , P r o d u c t i o n I P : 5 2 . 2 9 . 1 7 9 . 1 3 0 / 
2a05:d014:9a:1801:9304:ce7a:d7c6:3440 ) or login credentials. 

Please contact FL3XX Support with your Mail-Server URL/IP-Address and authentication details to 
set this up. 

https://www.dmarcanalyzer.com/dmarc/dmarc-record-check


7 Conclusion
After setting up the SPF, DKIM and DMARC records, FL3XX will be able to send emails on your 
behalf to your customer with a better reputation score. You can test the score online with 
MailTester. You can create a dedicated email address there and send an email directly from FL3XX 
to this email. Currently our score should be in the area of 9, which is an excellent result.

This will ensure that those emails won’t end up in the SPAM folder. In any case, if you are not sure 
what you are doing, we can assist you in the configuration of those settings.

Signing emails with an SMIME Certificate aims at increasing the trustworthiness of outgoing 
emails.

Implementing an own mail relay is not recommended for standard users.

http://www.mail-tester.com/
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